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C

OVID-19 has disrupted travel and the hospitality industry like no other
historical event. As travel slowly resumes in the US under strict government
guidelines, our survey results suggest that travel-related businesses like
hotels are now serving a more cautious guest who appreciates mask wearing,
social distancing, and increased cleaning. Respondents’ preference for virtual business
meetings and using their personal car for future leisure travel increased, while respondents’
preference for staying in urban properties for future leisure and business travel decreased.
Beyond that, however, results show that travel preferences for price segments (e.g. luxury,
midscale, upscale, etc.) and accommodation type (e.g. major brand hotels, alternative
accommodations, independent hotels) remained relatively unchanged; that is, respondents
who preferred staying in major brand hotels before COVID did not suddenly prefer alternative
accommodations like Airbnb, and the reverse did not happen either. Somewhat unexpectedly,
however, 95% of respondents indicated they were likely to travel in the next 3-12 months for
leisure, business meetings, and professional conferences.
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INTRODUCTION

This survey was prepared by the Center for Hospitality Research for the purpose of comparing travel
preferences pre- and post-COVID-19. We asked respondents to report on their past travel behaviors, as well as
their future travel intentions, for business and leisure
travel.
The survey was distributed to the Centers and Institutes’ newsletter subscribers and School of Hotel Adminsitration alumni through an email campaign and
social media. Respondents were encouraged to share
the survey with their colleagues and networks as well.
Responses were collected in Qualtrics, a survey
software, from June 24 to July 17, 2020. Respondents
were allowed to skip any question. Therefore, some
questions have more responses than others. In total,
there were 897 individual survey respondents.
Prior to the pandemic, most respondents were frequent travelers with 35% taking 1-3 and 40% taking 4-6
leisure trips per year. Business travelers are well-represented as well, with 30% of respondents taking 1-3 and
33% of respondents taking 10 or more business trips
per year.

DEMOGRAPHICS

Of the 897 respondents, more than half (58%) most
recently worked in the hospitality industry. Of the respondents who reported their geographic location, the
majority were based in North America (76%), followed
by Asia (9%) and Western Europe (8%), and the remaining respondents were scattered across the globe as
shown in Exhibit 1. Respondents varied in age as shown
in Exhibit 2, and nearly three quarters of respondents
(74%) reported household incomes of $100,000 or more.

Exhibit 2: Respondents’ age (N=603)

<1%

PURPOSE OF FUTURE TRAVEL

We asked respondents for what purposes they
would travel in the next 3-12 months, 51% of respondents indicated that they would be traveling for leisure,
25% would be traveling for business, 12% would be
traveling for professional conferences, 7% would be
traveling for other reasons (classified by respondents as
family visits, moving, or job relocations, mainly), and
5% would not be traveling at all, as shown in Exhibit 3.

Exhibit 3: purpose of future travel (N=864)
In the next 3-12 months, for what purpose(s) are you
likely to travel? Select all that apply.

Exhibit 1: Respondents’ geographic location (N=603)

LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS: LEISURE TRAVEL

Respondents were asked what type of lodging accommodation they most frequently booked before the
pandemic, and what type of lodging accommodation
they would most likely book in the next 3-12 months.
Overall, respondents indicated they were slightly
more likely to book an alternative accommodation like
Airbnb and slightly less likely to book a room at a major brand or independent hotel, as shown in Exhibit 4.
Breaking responses out by household income and age
did not reveal any significant shifts in preferences for
particular income levels or age groups.
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Exhibt 4: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for leisure travel lodging accommodations

Before the pandemic, what type of lodging accommodation did
you most frequently book for leisure travel?

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, what type of lodging accommodation would you be most likely to book for leisure travel?

LODGING ACCOMMODATIONS: BUSINESS TRAVEL

88% of respondents traveling for business indicated that they most frequently booked major brand hotels, 9%
most frequently booked independent hotels, and 3% most frequently booked alternative accommodations before
the pandemic. In the next 3-12 months, however, 86% of respondents indicated they would book a major brand
hotel, and 5% indicated they would book an alternative accommodation. The percentage of respondents booking
an independent hotel remained unchanged, as shown in Exhibit 5. Breaking responses out by household income
did not reveal any significant shifts for any particular income level.

Exhibt 5: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for business travel lodging accommodations
Before the pandemic, what type of lodging accommodation did
you most frequently book for business travel?

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, what type of lodging
accommodation would you be most likely to book for business
travel?
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PRICE SEGMENT: LEISURE TRAVEL & BUSINESS TRAVEL

There was a slight decrease in respondents’ preference for booking in the luxury and upper upscale price segments, and a slight increase in respondents’ preference for booking in the midscale segment for future leisure and
business travel, as shown in Exhibits 6 and 7.
Exhibt 6: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for leisure travel price segments
Before the pandemic, in which price segment did you most frequently book for leisure travel?

If you were to travel in next 3-12 months, in which price segment
would you be most likely to book for leisure travel?

Exhibt 7: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for business travel price segments

Before the pandemic, in which price segment did you most frequently book for business travel?

If you were to travel in next 3-12 months, in which price segment
would you be most likely to book for business travel?
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TRANSPORTATION: LEISURE TRAVEL & BUSINESS TRAVEL

Respondents’ preference for traveling by personal car increased by 17% for leisure travel and 10% for business
travel, while preference for traveling by airplane, bus, train, ship and rental car decreased slighty for leisure and
business travel, as shown in Exhibits 8 and 9.
Exhibt 8: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for leisure travel transportation
Before the pandemic, which form(s) of transportation did you
most frequently use to get to your travel destination for leisure
travel? (select all that apply)

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, which form(s) of transportation would you be most likely to use to get to your travel destination for leisure travel? (select all that apply)

Exhibt 9: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for business travel transportation
Before the pandemic, which form(s) of transportation did you
most frequently use to get to your travel destination for business travel? (select all that apply)

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, which form(s) of transportation would you be most likely to use to get to your travel destination for business travel? (select all that apply)
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PROPERTY LOCATION: LEISURE TRAVEL & BUSINESS TRAVEL

For both business and leisure travel, respondents’ preference for staying at urban properties decreased, while
preference for staying at resort, suburban, small metro/town properties increased slightly as shown in Exhibits
10 and 11.
Exhibt 10: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for leisure travel property location
Before the pandemic, at what type of property location did
you most frequently stay for leisure travel?

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, at what type of
property location would you be most likely to stay for leisure
travel?

Exhibt 11: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for business travel property location
Before the pandemic, at what type of property location did
you most frequently stay for business travel?

If you were to travel in the next 3-12 months, at what type of
property location would you be most likely to stay for business
travel?
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IN-PERSON OR VIRTUAL MEETINGS?

Before the pandemic, 93% of respondents indicated that they attended distant business meetings in person. In
the next 3-12 months, however, 59% of respondents indicated that they are more likely to attend distant business
meetings virtually, as shown in Exhibit 12.
Exhibt 12: Comparing past (left, N=605) and future (right, N=572) preferences for distant business meetings
Before the pandemic, did you more frequently attend distant
business meetings in person or virtually?

Suppose you are invited to a business meeting in a distant location in the next 3-12 months. Are you more likely to attend
the meeting in-person or virtually?

CONDITIONS FOR COMFORT

Respondents were asked to list the conditions under which they would feel comfortable staying in a hotel or
alternative accommodation, using public transportation, and attending a business meeting or professional conference. The three most common responses in order of frequency for each scenario are shown in the table in Exhibit
13. While respondents noted the importance of cleanliness in all scenarios, it was top priority for lodging accommodations. Masks followed by distance were at the top for public transportation, and distance followed by masks
were important for business meetings and professional conferences. For the latter, a vaccine was also an important
comfort factor.
Exhibt 13: Most common responses when listing conditions for comfort
Scenario

Most common responses (in order of frequency)

Hotel

clean, mask, protocol

Alternative accommodation

clean, none, standard

Public transportation

mask, distance, clean

Business meeting

distance, mask, clean

Professional conference

distance, mask, vaccine

SAMPLE BIAS

High-income, industry travelers are overrepresented in this sample with more than half of respondents’
most recent job having been in hospitality. This is not a limitation, however. Rather, respondents’ high likelihood for future travel of all kinds, may serve as a signal to the average traveler that people in the industry, who
may be perceived as a more well-informed traveler, are confident in the measures and cleaning protocols that
the travel industry are implementing to prevent the spread of the virus. In other words, the average traveler may
view an industry person’s willingness to travel as an indication that future travel will be safe.

CONCLUSION

Respondents’ preference for virtual business meetings and using their personal car for future leisure travel
increased, while respondents’ preference for staying in urban properties for future leisure and business travel
decreased. Beyond that, however, results show that travel preferences for price segments (e.g. luxury, midscale,
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upscale, etc.) and accommodation type (e.g. major brand hotels, alternative accommodations, independent hotels)
remained relatively unchanged.
Changing preferences seem closely tied to the guidance provided by the CDC (i.e. if travel is necessary, wear
a mask, physically distance oneself from others, and practice frequent handwashing). Unsurpisingly, respondents
now prefer transportation (personal car), lodging properties (less urban), and meeting modes (virtual) that completely eliminate or decrease their risk of exposure to the coronavirus.
Perhaps the most promising takeaway from this survey is that the majority of respondents (95%) expect to
travel now and in the near future, and if respondents’ preferred travel companies can provide clean environments,
mask-wearing, and physical distance, they’ll positively contribute to their guests’ comfort levels until a vaccine is
available.
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